POWERinU Training and Coaching Philippines, Inc. is the
Distributor-Partner of Cegos Asia-Pacific in the Philippines
CEGOS Asia-Pacific is a part of CEGOS Group, Europe’s largest professional skills training provider, and one of the world’s
leading Learning & Development companies. Cegos was founded in 1926 in France and has a strong foundation with more
than 80 years of experience within Human Resource Development, Corporate Training and Operational Consulting.
EUROPEAN HERITAGE, ASIA-PACIFIC PERSPECTIVES, GLOBAL BEST PRACTICES
Cegos adapts its approach and creates solutions that suit the diversity of APAC-specific locales while staying aligned with
global organisational frameworks. Cegos specializes in flexible context-appropriate training programs (face-to-face, blended
learning and standalone eLearning) focused on management and leadership, commercial excellence and interpersonal
effectiveness based on global best practices.

We have over 200+ unique modules in 10 strategic areas.

Programmes
•
•

Management Development
Leadership Development

•
•

High-Performance Selling
Personal / Interpersonal Effectiveness

•
•

E-Learning
Blended Learning

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
CEGOS Management Essentials course is perfect for new managers. It helps them take their existing skills and knowledge,
and translate them into effective management techniques that will benefit your business. It’s not just us who think it works: it’s
also validated by the Chartered Management Institute.
Validated by the Chartered Management Institute (CMI), this is trusted training that delivers exactly what it promises:
management essentials. We’d be happy to tailor it to your particular businesses needs if you want us to, but however you
decide to proceed, delegates will come away an in-depth knowledge of:
•
•
•
•

The role of the manager
Coaching techniques
Managing change
Working with stakeholders

•
•
•
•

Delegating
Communication
Managing performance
Adapting your management style

More experienced managers may be looking to refresh their skills, learn to think more strategically or understand how to
manage specific people or situations. We offer a range of management training programmes on topics such as Leading
Change, Being a Strategic Manager, Managing Graduates and High Performers. Our programmes have been developed
over time drawing on research, our own business experience and our work with thousands of clients around the world.
By the end of our management training programmes, delegates will be fired up with new-found enthusiasm, and filled up with
new skills and techniques to help them manage.
They will have a deeper understanding of the role of coaching, of communicating, of providing feedback, of working
with stakeholders, and developing the performance of teams and individuals.
They’ll be aware of the fact that they, as managers, are also works in progress, and will come away with a stronger grasp of
their own strengths and weaknesses, and areas where they need to develop.
At Cegos we don’t promise you the world – but we do promise you effective courses that will improve the performance of your
managers.
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